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 TERMS & CONDITIONS 

Schedule to Terms & Conditions of entry 

Promotion name Repco/Ryco Euro Promotion 

Eligible 
States/Territories/ 
Countries 

Residents of New Zealand 

Promotion period Start: [01/2/2021] 08:00 AM  
End: [31/03/2021] 17:30 PM   
(“Promotional Period”). 

Website address  www.winwithryco.com  

Promoter RYCO GROUP PTY LIMITED 
ABN: 13 004 237 727  
29 Taras Avenue  
Altona North VIC 3025 Australia 

Eligible entrants This Competition is open to existing Repco Trade customer’s only (resellers excluded) (‘Eligible 
Entrant’) only who: (a) are operating within New Zealand and are aged 18 years or older; (b) have not 
been discovered to have breached these Terms and Conditions,  
 
Eligible Businesses must be within the Promoter’s trading terms throughout the promotional period to 
be eligible to claim any prize. 

Ineligible entrants Employees and immediate families of GPC Asia Pacific, Repco, mechanical repair group’s (AA Holyoake, 
Beaurepaires, Bridgestone, Tourism Holdings Ltd), Ryco Group Pty. Ltd. and their associated agencies, 
and companies associated with the promotion are ineligible to enter. 
 
Immediate family means any of the following: spouse, ex-spouse, de-facto spouse, child or step-child 
(whether natural or by adoption), parent, step-parent, grandparent, step-grandparent, uncle, aunt, 
niece, nephew, brother, sister, step-brother, step-sister or 1st cousin.  
 
Entry into this Competition is deemed to be acceptance of these Terms and Conditions. The Promoter’s 
decision not to enforce a specific restriction does not constitute a waiver of that restriction or of these 
Terms and Conditions generally. 
 
Each entrant acknowledges that the Promoter can rely on these Terms and Conditions even if the 
Promoter only learns of an entrant’s ineligibility to enter after the Promoter has awarded a Prize to 
the ineligible entrant.  Return of a Prize or payment of its equivalent value to the Promoter can be 
required by the Promoter if this occurs. 
 

Details of prizes  2021 Sea-Doo Spark Trixx 3up iBR Jet Ski including cover and trailer 

Total number of prizes One (1) 

Total prize value Total prize pool (incl. GST): RRP  $17,999 (incl. GST) plus on road costs 

Method of entry  
  

Customers receive an entry into the dray by purchasing $300 (ex. GST) on any Ryco filters to suit 

European vehicle applications throughout the promotional two month period. Customers will receive 

one (1) additional entry into the draw for every $50 (ex GST) spent over and above the initial $300 

(ex GST).  Entry is automatic via Repco’s national accounting system.  
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Maximum number of 
entries   

There are no maximum number of entries per customer.   

Prize draw The Major Prize Draw will take place at Prime Accounting & Consulting, 5/109 Whitehorse Road, 
Blackburn, Vic Australia at 3:00PM AEST on Wednesday 14th April 2021. The Promoter may draw 
additional reserve entries and record them in order in case an invalid entry or ineligible entrant is 
drawn. 

Notification of 
winners  

All winners will be notified via email within 2 business days of respective draw. 

Public announcement 
of winners  

The winners of the prize draw will be published on Friday 16th April 2021 at 
www.winwithryco.com.au  

Unclaimed prize draw A random unclaimed prize draw will occur 3:00PM AEST on Friday 16th July 2021.   

Notification of 
unclaimed prize 
winners 

Unclaimed prize winners will be notified via Email no later than Tuesday 20th July 2021. 

Public announcement 
of winners from 
unclaimed prize draw 

The winners of all unclaimed prizes will be published here: www.winwithryco.com.au on Thursday 
22nd July 2021.  

 
Terms & Conditions of entry  

1. Information on how to enter and prize details form part of these terms & conditions (Terms of entry). The Terms must be read in conjunction with the Schedule. 
The Schedule defines the terminology used in these Terms of entry. Where there is any inconsistency between these Terms and the Schedule, the Schedule 
prevails.  Participation in this couch 

2.  is deemed acceptance of these Terms of entry. 
3. Entry is open only to legal residents of the Eligible States/Territories who satisfy the Method of entry. Directors, officers, management, employees, suppliers 

(including prize suppliers) and contractors (and the immediate families of directors, officers, management, employees, suppliers  and contractors) of the Promoter 
and of its related bodies corporate, and of the agencies and companies associated with this Promotion, including the competit ion permit providers TPAL (Trade 
Promotions and Lotteries Pty Ltd) are ineligible to enter. Immediate family means any of the following: spouse, ex-spouse, child or step-child (whether natural or 
by adoption), parent, step-parent, grandparent, step-grandparent, uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, brother, sister, step-brother, step-sister or first cousin. 

4. The Promotion will be conducted during the Promotion period.  
5. The Prize/s are specified in the Details of prizes section of the Schedule.  
6. The total prize pool is specified in the Total prize value section of the Schedule.  
7. Any prize is valued in Australian dollars unless expressly stated to the contrary. 
8. Neither the Promoter nor the voucher provider is liable for any voucher that has been stolen, forged, lost, damaged or tampered with in any way. 
9. Printing errors or other quality control matters outside the control of individual entrants will not   invalidate an otherwise valid prize claim. Unless otherwise due 

to fraud or ineligibility under these Terms and Conditions, all prize claims in excess of the advertised prize pool will be honored. 
10. Entrants are advised that tax implications may arise from their prize winnings and they should seek  independent financial advice prior to acceptance of their 

prize(s). The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any tax implications that may arise from accepting a prize. Entrants are responsible for any and all expenses 
that they incur in entering the competition and they will not be reimbursed regardless of whether they win the competition. 

11. The ‘Entry Card supplied within the Ryco Promotional Pack listing the unique code is void and not replaceable if it has been lost, stolen, forged, transferred, deleted, 
mutilated or tampered with in any way or if it, or any part of it, fails any of the Promoter’s security and verificat ion checks. 

12. The entrants must follow the Method of entry during the Promotion period to enter the Promotion. Failure to do so will result  in an invalid entry. The Promoter 
will not advise an Entrant if their entry is deemed invalid.  

13. The time of entry will be deemed to be the time the entry is received by the Promoter. 
14. Entrants may submit up to the Maximum number of entries (if applicable). 
15. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any late, lost, delayed, incomplete, incorrectly submitted, corrupted, illegible or misdirected entries, claims or 

correspondence whether due to omission, error, alteration, tampering, deletion, theft, destruction, disruption to any communication network or medium, or 
otherwise including those entries not received by the Promoter for any reason.  The Promoter is not liable for any consequences of user error including (without 
limitation) costs incurred. No correspondence will be entered. 

16. The winner(s) will be notified in accordance with the Notification of winner’s sections of the Schedule. Notification to winners will be deemed to have occurred on 
the later of the time the winner receives actual notification from the Promoter or two business days thereafter. The notification will include details about how the 
prize(s) can be claimed. 

http://www.winwithryco.com.au/
http://www.winwithryco.com.au/
https://www.tpal.com.au/?utm_source=TCs-chance-doc
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17. The Promoter takes no responsibility where it is unable to contact prize winners who have not provided correct or complete contact details. If an entrant’s contact 
details change during the promotional period, it is the entrant's responsibility to notify the Promoter. A request to modify any entry information should be directed 
to Promoter. 

18. It is a condition of accepting any prize that the winner must comply with all the conditions of use of the prize and the prize supplier’s requirements. Each prize 
must be taken as stated and no compensation will be payable if a winner is unable to use the prize as stated.  

19. The winner(s) name and state/territory of residence will be published in accordance with the Public announcement of winner’s section of the Schedule (if 
applicable).  

20. To the greatest extent permitted by law, the Promoter excludes all warranties, representations or guarantees (Warranties) regarding the Promotion and any prizes, 
including any Warranties which may have been made in the course of advertising or promoting the Promotion. The conduct of the Promotion or the supply of 
prizes may involve third parties, and the Promoter makes no Warranties and disclaims all liability in connection with any such third parties, their acts or omissions. 
By entering the Promotion, an entrant releases and indemnifies the Promoter and its related bodies corporate (including the officers, employees and agents of 
each) from and against all actions, penalties, liabilities, claims or demands the entrant may have against the Promoter or that the Promoter may incur for any loss 
or damage which is or may be suffered or sustained as a direct or indirect result of an entrant entering or participating in the Promotion or winning or failing to 
win a prize, or using or permitting any other person to use the prize, except for any liability which cannot be excluded by law or which would cause any part of this 
clause to be void or unenforceable.  

21. If despite the foregoing clause, the Promoter incurs a liability to an entrant under any law which implies a Warranty into these Terms of entry which cannot legally 
be excluded, the Promoter’s liability in respect of the Promotion is limited, in the Promoter’s discretion, to either resupplying such goods or services as form part 
of the Promotion, or paying the cost of resupplying those goods or services. 

22. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no circumstances will an entrant or the Promoter have any liability to the other for any loss or damage suffered which is 
indirect or consequential in nature, including without limitation any loss of profit, loss of reputation, loss of goodwill, or loss of business opportunity.  

23. The Promoter and its associated agencies and companies will not be liable for any damage in transit to or delay in transit of prizes. 
24. The Promoter may in its absolute discretion not accept an entry, may disqualify an entry, or cancel the entire Promotion at any time without giving reasons and 

without liability to any entrants. Without limiting this the Promoter reserves the right to verify the validity of entries, prize claims and entrants and to disqualify 
any entrant who submits an entry or prize claim that is misleading or not in accordance with these Terms of entry or who manipulates or tampers with the entry 
process. In the event that a winner breaches these Terms of entry, the winner will forfeit the prize in whole and no substitute will be offered. Verification is at the 
discretion of the Promoter, whose decision is final. Failure by the Promoter to enforce any of its rights at any stage does not constitute a waiver of those rights. 

25. Prizes, or any unused portion of a prize, are not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be taken as cash, subject to any wr itten directions from a regulatory 
authority. Where a prize is unavailable for any reason, the Promoter may substitute the prize for another item of equal or higher value. The Promoter accepts no 
responsibility for any variation in prize value (including between advertising of the Promotion and receipt of the prize). 

26. In the case of the intervention of any outside act, agent or event which prevents or significantly hinders the Promoter’s abi lity (or that of a third party involved 
with the Promotion) to proceed with the Promotion on the dates and in the manner described in these Terms of entry, including but not limited to vandalism, 
natural disasters, acts of God, civil unrest, strike, war, act of terrorism, the Promoter’s obligations in respect of the Promotion will be suspended for the duration 
of the event and, in addition, the Promoter may in its absolute discretion cancel the promotion and recommence it from the start on the same conditions, subject 
to approval of the relevant authorities.  

27. All entries become the property of the Promoter. As a condition of entering into this Promotion, entrants agree to assign all their rights in and to their entry and 
any related content to the Promoter, including any copyright or other intellectual property rights in the entry and related content. Without limiting this, the 
Promoter may use entry content for any and all purposes including commercial purposes. You warrant that entry content is original, lawful and not misleading and 
that the Promoter’s use of such content will not infringe the rights of any third parties. The Promoter has no obligation to credit you as the author of any content 
submitted and may otherwise do any acts or omissions which would otherwise constitute an infringement of any moral rights you  may have as an author of 
content.  

28. Entrants consent to the Promoter using the personal information provided in connection with this promotion for the purposes of facilitating the conduct of the 
promotion and awarding any prizes, including to third parties involved in the promotion and any relevant authorities. In addition to any use that may be outlined 
in the Promoter’s Privacy Policy, the Promoter including third parties may, for an indefinite period, unless otherwise advised, use the private information for  
promotional, marketing, publicity, research and profiling purposes, including sending electronic messages or telephoning the entrant.  

29. The collection and disclosure of personal information provided in connection with this promotion will be handled in accordance with the Promoter's Privacy 
statement which adheres to the Privacy Act 1988 (cth) and Australian Privacy Principles. Your name and contact details are being collected by RYCO Group Pty Ltd 
of 29 Taras Avenue, Altona North, Victoria, Australia in order to conduct the promotion and may, for this purpose, be disclosed to third parties such as agents, 
contractors, service providers, prize suppliers and, as required, Australian regulatory authorities. It may also be used for marketing, researching and profiling 
purposes. Your personal information will not be disclosed overseas. You can access and correct personal information held about you by contacting the Privacy 
Officer at the above address or at privacy@rycofilters.com. It is important that you read our Privacy Policy at https://www.rycofilters.com.au/Privacy_Policy 

30. The Promotion and these Terms of entry will be governed by the law of the State or Territory in which the Promoter ordinarily resides. Entrants accept the non-
exclusive jurisdiction of courts and tribunals of that State or Territory in connection with disputes concerning the Promotion. 

31. Facebook, YouTube, or Instagram may be used to advertise or promote the Promotion. By entering the Promotion, entrants agree that the Promotion is in no way 
sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with Facebook, YouTube, or Instagram; and to release Facebook, YouTube,  or Instagram from all liability in 
relation to this Promotion. Any questions, comments or complaints regarding the Promotion should be directed to the Promoter and not Faceb ook, YouTube, or 
Instagram. 

 

 

mailto:privacy@rycofilters.com
https://www.rycofilters.com.au/Privacy_Policy
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APPENDIX – PARTICIPATING RYCO FILTER PRODUCTS 

 

A117X A1695 A1938 R2681P RCA219P RPF268 Z714 

A1244 A1697 A1939 R2682P RCA221P RPF270 Z721 

A1288 A1699 A1940 R2684P RCA222C RPF272 Z723 

A1325 A1700 A1941 R2698P RCA225C RPF277 Z726 

A134 A1701 A1944 R2701P RCA226C RPF278 Z731 

A1360 A1702 A1954 R2702P RCA231C RPF281 Z736 

A1361 A1704 A1955 R2703P RCA234P RPF282 Z738 

A1380 A1705 A1959 R2704P RCA238P RPF284 Z739 

A1384 A1706 A1960 R2705P RCA239C RPF285 Z743 

A1385 A1707 A1961 R2707P RCA243P RPF286 Z747 

A1398 A1708 A1963 R2708P RCA253P RPF287 Z748 

A1404 A1709 A1969 R2710P RCA254C RPF289 Z750 

A1413 A1711 A1970 R2711P RCA256P RPF295 Z751 

A1414 A1712 A1974 R2722P RCA259P RPF308 Z752 

A1432 A1715 A1977 R2725P RCA262P RPF316 Z753 

A1434 A1717 A1980 R2726P RCA263C RPF318 Z756 

A1439 A1718 A1982 R2728P RCA264P RPF319 Z760 

A1452 A1719 A1983 R2729P RCA265P RPF322 Z765 

A1456 A1720 A1985 R2730P RCA266C RPF324 Z766 

A1462 A1722 A1991 R2735P RCA270C RPF325 Z768 

A1480 A1724 A2000 R2738P RCA270MS RPF328 Z773 

A1482 A1728 A206 R2739P RCA271P RPF329 Z781 

A1484 A1731 A21 R2740P RCA273C RPF330 Z782 

A1486 A1732 A232 R2746P RCA274C RPF331 Z790 

A1487 A1741 A233 R2748P RCA276P RPF332 Z793 

A1489 A1742 A256 R2754P RCA278C RPF335 Z794 

A1509 A1743 A282 R2764P RCA279C RPF342 Z794A 

A1511 A1744 A477 R2766P RCA280P RPF343 Z795 

A1528 A1749 A478 R2770P RCA281P RPF344 Z796 

A1535 A1750 A481 R2771P RCA287C RPF346 Z797 

A1536 A1755 A484 R2772P RCA287MS RPF347 Z799 

A1537 A1756 A495 R2773P RCA289C RPF349 Z915 

A1538 A1759 A53 R2775P RCA293P RPF353 Z916 

A1539 A1760 A80 R2779P RCA295P RPF355 Z917 

A1540 A1762 A88 R2780P RCA298C RPF358 Z918 

A1552 A1763 A92 R2781P RCA299C RPF360 Z93 

A1554 A1767 R2001P R2790P RCA299MS RPF361 Z935 

A1562 A1768 R2045P R2791P RCA301C RPF362 Z939 

A1563 A1769 R2053P R2792P RCA303P Z100 Z945 

A1564 A1772 R2058P R2804P RCA305C Z1041 Z946 

A1565 A1773 R205P R2808P RCA305MS Z1042 Z947 

A1576 A1787 R2070P R2814P RCA306P Z1067 Z951 
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A1579 A1788 R2098P R2815P RCA308P Z1080 Z952 

A1593 A1790 R2180P R2816P RCA309P Z1081 Z958 

A1596 A1791 R2200P R2828P RCA311P Z1094 Z968 

A1599 A1792 R2220P R2829P RCA315C Z113 Z969 

A1600 A1795 R2308P R2858P RCA320C Z141 Z974 

A1601 A1802 R2336PA R2861P RCA325P Z15K Z975 

A1602 A1804 R2340P R2864P RCA326C Z23 Z995 

A1603 A1809 R2352P R2866P RCA330C Z311 Z996 

A1604 A1813 R236P R296P RCA334P Z38 Z999 

A1605 A1816 R2397P R418P RCA335P Z399  

A1606 A1817 R2411PA RCA103P RCA339C Z400  

A1609 A1819 R2418P RCA105P RCA340P Z422  

A1610 A1821 R2435P RCA110C RCA341C Z423  

A1611 A1825 R243P RCA110P RCA342C Z446  

A1612 A1826 R2582P RCA112MS RCA343P Z447  

A1613 A1829 R2583P RCA112P RCA353C Z448  

A1614 A1830 R2592P RCA115P RCA370C Z449  

A1615 A1831 R2594P RCA121P RCA374C Z479  

A1630 A1832 R2597P RCA125P RCA376C Z486  

A1633 A1837 R2599P RCA126C RCA379MS Z499  

A1640 A1840 R2600P RCA134P RCA383P Z506  

A1643 A1841 R2601P RCA135C RCA385P Z542  

A1644 A1845 R2606P RCA136C RCA386MS Z543  

A1648 A1850 R2608P RCA138C RCA391MS Z544  

A1652 A1851 R2611P RCA139P RCA404MS Z548  

A1653 A1852 R2613P RCA141P RCA412MS Z549  

A1654 A1853 R2614P RCA142P RCA413MS Z551  

A1655 A1854 R2615P RCA144P RPF201 Z553  

A1656 A1855 R2622P RCA147P RPF202 Z576  

A1657 A1857 R2623P RCA149C RPF204 Z581  

A1661 A1858 R2624P RCA149MS RPF207 Z584  

A1662 A1861 R2625P RCA150P RPF209 Z585  

A1664 A1862 R2628P RCA153P RPF210 Z587  

A1665 A1864 R2631P RCA155C RPF212 Z588  

A1667 A1867 R2632P RCA157P RPF216 Z592  

A1668 A1868 R2633P RCA166C RPF217 Z608  

A1669 A1871 R2634P RCA167P RPF219 Z612  

A1670 A1872 R2635P RCA168P RPF224 Z614  

A1671 A1873 R2636P RCA169C RPF225 Z62  

A1673 A1874 R2641P RCA170C RPF226 Z622  

A1674 A1875 R2642P RCA171P RPF227 Z626  

A1675 A1878 R2645P RCA176C RPF230 Z63  

A1676 A1881 R2646P RCA180P RPF233 Z633  

A1677 A1882 R2647P RCA181MS RPF238 Z641  

A1678 A1884 R2649P RCA181P RPF239 Z645  

A1679 A1885 R2652P RCA186P RPF240 Z661  
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A1680 A1886 R2653P RCA189C RPF241 Z667  

A1681 A1889 R2659P RCA190C RPF242 Z670  

A1682 A1892 R2663P RCA191C RPF247 Z674  

A1683 A1896 R2665P RCA192P RPF248 Z680  

A1684 A1921 R2666P RCA198C RPF255 Z681  

A1685 A1923 R2667P RCA198MS RPF257 Z692  

A1686 A1927 R2668P RCA207C RPF258 Z694  

A1687 A1928 R2673P RCA207MS RPF262 Z702  

A1688 A1929 R2675P RCA213C RPF263 Z703  

A1689 A1935 R2676P RCA214C RPF264 Z706  

A1690 A1936 R2678P RCA217C RPF266 Z71  

A1694 A1937 R2679P RCA218C RPF267 Z713  

 


